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Abstract

Shock waves and the associated phenomena generated by strongly ablating meteoroids with sizes greater than a few millimeters in the
lower transitional flow regime of the Earth’s atmosphere are the least explored aspect of meteor science. In this paper, we present a com-
prehensive review of literature covering meteor generated shock wave phenomena, from the aspect of both meteor science and hypersonic
gas dynamics. The primary emphasis of this review is placed on the mechanisms and dynamics of the meteor shock waves. We discuss key
aspects of both shock generation and propagation, including the great importance of the hydrodynamic shielding that develops around
the meteoroid. In addition to this in-depth review, the discussion is extended to an overview of meteoroid fragmentation, followed by
airburst type events associated with large, deep penetrating meteoroids. This class of objects has a significant potential to cause extensive
material damage and even human casualties on the ground, and as such is of great interest to the planetary defense community. To date,
no comprehensive model exists that accurately describes the flow field and shock wave formation of a strongly ablating meteoroid in the
non-continuum flow regime. Thus, we briefly present the current state of numerical models that describe the comparatively slower flow of
air over non-ablating bodies in the rarefied regime. In respect to the elusive nature of meteor generated shock wave detection, we also
discuss relevant aspects and applications of meteor radar and infrasound studies as tools that can be utilized to study meteor shock waves
and related phenomena. In particular, infrasound data can provide energy release estimates of meteoroids entering the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. We conclude with a summary of unresolved questions in the domain of meteor generated shock waves; topics which should
be a focus of future investigations in the field.
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Nomenclature

List of variables

a accommodation coefficient
As the dimensionless shape factor for a specific

meteoroid shape
c speed of sound
C specific heat of the meteoroid
CD drag coefficient
d diameter, blunt object
dm diameter, meteoroid
E energy
Evapor energy, ablated vapor
h altitude
k Boltzmann constant
Kn Knudsen number
Knv Knudsen number within vapor cap
m mass, meteoroid
M1 Mach number
ma mass, air molecule
mm mass, meteoric molecule/atom
Msw Mach number, shock wave
Nv the number of vaporizing meteoric molecules/

atoms
p pressure, shock
p’ pressure behind compression shock
p0 pressure, ambient atmosphere
p1 pressure, free stream
p2 pressure, shock
Q latent heat of vaporization
R0 blast (or characteristic) radius
r0 radius, initially formed meteor trail
Re Reynolds number
rm radius, meteoroid
S projected cross-sectional area
T temperature
T’ temperature behind compression shock
T0 temperature, ambient air
Tm mean temperature, meteoroid
Ts temperature, meteoroid surface
t time
v meteoroid velocity (or velocity of the air stream

over the meteoroid)
�vv mean velocity of the reflected/evaporated atoms

and molecules from the meteoroid surface, and
ahead of the shock wave

Vm volume, meteoroid
V1 volume, upstream flow

V2 volume, shock
v1 flow velocity, free stream
v2 flow velocity, shock
vparticles velocity, vapor cloud molecules
x distance traveled by a blunt body
c specific heat ratio
d shock detachment distance
e emissivity of the meteoroid
K heat transfer coefficient (heat of ablation of the

meteoroid material)
l dynamic viscosity coefficient
q density
q’ density behind compression shockq0 density,

ambient atmosphere
q1 density, free stream
q2 density, shock
qa density, air
qm density, meteoroid
ra ablation coefficient
rSB Stefan-Boltzmann constant
sc characteristic time, chemical reactions
sf characteristic time, for a fluid element to travel

the distance of the flow field
U Mach cone angle
h enthalpy per unit mass
h0 total enthalpy per unit mass
h1 enthalpy per unit mass, undisturbed flow
h2 enthalpy per unit mass, shock
k thermal conductivity
Mi molar mass of species (i)
p pressure
p1 pressure, undisturbed flow
p2 pressure, shock layer
qR radiative heat
T temperature
T1 temperature, undisturbed flow
T2 temperature, shock layer
u, v, w components of velocity V
Ui velocity of the ith species in the flow field
V velocity (vector form), flow field
v1 velocity, undisturbed flow
v2 velocity, shock layer
k bulk viscosity coefficient
l dynamic viscosity coefficient
q density
q1 density in undisturbed flow
q2 density, shock layer
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